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Glencairn Lodge, Fraserburgh

CLIENT:

Meallmore Ltd

SUMMARY:

Supply 80 DeepClean sloping
top radiator guards with back
brace and external bidirectional TRV kit

DeepClean sloping top radiator guards
Market-leading radiator guard supplier, Contour, has recently provided a
comprehensive, multi-phase LST package to a significant Scottish care
organisation.
Meallmore Ltd is one of the foremost providers of innovative and
ethical health and social care, with premises located throughout
Scotland and boasting the ISO 9001 International Accreditation for
quality assurance each year for the past eight years.
Contour were chosen to supply almost one hundred of their pioneering
DeepClean LST radiator guards to the latest addition in the Meallmore
Group, Glencairn Lodge in Fraserburgh. The guards were supplied over
four phases, with deliveries staggered over a five month time period.

With a one-piece construction and all cut-outs programmed into
manufacture, it means that no assembly is required, dramatically
reducing disruption, mess and installation time. Safety grilles are
radiused to eliminate unhygienic dirt traps and are small enough
to prevent fingers being trapped and stop small items from being
dropped inside. Contour also offers a range of anti-ligature
features for application in secure environments.
For comprehensive information on Contour’s entire radiator
guard range, or to arrange a free site survey,
call 01952 290 498, or email sales@contourheating.com

Contour’s range of innovative and aesthetic LST radiator guards are
backed-up by a unique service package, including free site surveys, split
deliveries, exclusive patented features, a dedicated technical support
department and a supply & fit service.
Contour’s DeepClean LST radiator guard was specified because of the
synergy between its features and the needs of care home clients. The
guard incorporates a unique, patented, full-access front door which can
be lowered down to floor level by one cleaning operative - without
assistance from estates. This facilitates access to every internal surface
for cleaning and maintenance, improving hygiene standards and raising
efficiencies and reducing operating overheads.
Every radiator cover incorporates BioCote® anti-microbial technology
as standard, delivering up to 99% protection against harmful bacteria and
infection, including MRSA and E.coli. Safe radiused corners prevent
injuries in the event of falls and slimline designs minimise loss of floor
space.
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